
 
 

Video Forensics Evidence Potential 

 
As CCTV cameras have come to dominate our streets, the evidence they produce has come to dominate the 

legal landscape as most cases now rely on video evidence of some kind. CCTV, Mobile phones and baby 

monitors are just a few of the places from which video evidence is found. Although on the surface video 

recording devices may appear very similar, the evidence which can be obtained varies greatly due to 

differences in, but not limited to: 

 

- Resolution; 

- Compression Type; 

- Positioning; 

- Time of day; 

- Lens; 

- Frame-Rate; 

- Distance from pertinent event; 

- Weather; 

- Speed of movement of events; 

- Lighting within the scene; 

 

To serve as an example, here are 2 scenarios in which the evidence potential will vary greatly.  

 

Worst Case Scenario 

- Poor resolution, for instance 240 x 360; 

- Lossy Compressed recording, for instance MP4 format; 

- Night time (with Infrared capabilities); 

- Low Frame-Rate, for instance 3 FPS; 

- Pertinent event happens at 20 meters away; 

- Raining, causing lens blur and distortion; 

- Scene is brightly lit, causing areas of over exposure and lens flare; 

 

Situations like this are incredibly difficult to obtain good useable evidence. Any attempts at identifying an 

individual or reading a number plate will be most likely be futile. Gaining information on what happened 

may be possible, for example, determining who threw the first punch in a fight or tracking an individual’s 

movements, but it would be decided on a case by case basis by a video forensic expert. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Best Case Scenario 

- High resolution, for instance 1920 x 1080; 

- Uncompressed recording, for instance uncompressed AVI; 

- Broad day light 

- High frame rate of at least 15 FPS; 

- Event happens 5 metres away 

- Clear conditions 

- Naturally lit scene 

 

A recording like this would be of such quality that it would may not even need enhancing. Facial mapping and 

reading number plates is a high possibility, and the video would be perfect for clearly showing the events that 

took place.  

 

Recording quality can range from the worst-case scenario to the best-case scenario, and there is no “average 

case”, as each one is completely different and brings with it new challenges and problems to solve. As the 

recording has already taken place, we can only deal with the evidence we have. In some cases, CCTV systems 

do provide the user with options as to which format they would like to extract the video, and in these cases the 

“uncompressed” option should be chosen every time to maximize the quality of the recording taken from the 

system.  

 
Once the recording has been created and is known to contain evidence, precautions should be taken to 

preserve the evidence and maintain the chain of custody. A simple way to do this is to make a copy and store 

the original somewhere for safekeeping. This way, if any changes are accidently made to the recording it 

isn’t an issue.  

 

Similar questions may be raised as are raised with regards to images: 

- Has the recording been edited? 

- Can the quality of the recording be improved? 

- Can an individual within a recording be identified/eliminated? 

- When and where was the recording taken? 

These questions have been covered in the “Image Forensics Evidence Potential”, so will not be discussed further 

here. For more information in relation to those questions it is advised to consult that whitepaper. Instead, the 

options available for video evidence to release its potential and the processes these entail will be detailed. It 

should first be noted that with regards to editing a video recording, the technology is not as user friendly or as 

available as image editing software, but it is still possible. Removing frames from a recording is one of the most 

likely ways a manipulator would operate to remove an individual from the recording completely.  

 

 



 
 
The options available for video evidence are many, but the most popular are: 

Authentication 

Authentication of image through analysis such as critical viewing, format, structure & hex analysis, Double 

JPEG Compression detection, Error Level Analysis to determine if and what type of manipulation has occurred.  

Enhancement 

Enhancement to increase clarity of the recording, which may include processes such as cropping, de-blur, 

removal of quantization artefacts, contrast increase and sharpening. Reduction of playback speed if necessary to 

show clear sequence of events. Constant A/B comparison between original and enhanced version to ensure 

improvement of the recording.  

Motion-Tracking 

Motion-Tracking of individuals within a video recording including labelling, with care taken not to degrade the 

clarity of onscreen events by using only minimal thin lines as trackers rather than large arrows. 

Video Compilation 

Compiling video footage into a single recording to show the sequence of events, various angles of a single 

event, various levels of zoom in relation to a single event or various playback speeds of the same event.  

The recording is then output to playable DVD ready for presentation, with chapter markers to make it easy to 

navigate to each clip using a remote control.  

Extraction of stills 

Extracting and enhancing specific frames within a recording to provide documentable clarity as to the events.  

Redaction 

Removal of individuals from within a video using pixilation or blurring of their face. This is useful is there is 

somebody that has requested not to be shown or would cause bias.  

 

Video evidence is extremely valuable as it shows the events as they happen, whereas an image may only show 

one millisecond of an event and an audio recording only the audio and not the actions that took place. Video 

evidence can often encompass all elements of media forensics (video, image and audio), and the maximum 

value of evidence obtainable from the recording should always be sought.  
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